
Week 5
Monday 11th May – Friday 15th May



English: 7am Cara Ward
Nominated by: Mrs Hutchins

Cara has been nominated for some excellent, creative  responses to recent 
English tasks.  
Mrs Hutchins says: “Cara has created a wonderful powerful female character, has 
demonstrated impressive inference skills, has written in clear paragraphs with 
varied sentences and has made good use of alliteration as a persuasive device.  
Cara’s work is also really funny and enjoyable to read. Well done!”



Geography: Mrs Lambert’s Stars of the week

Year 7: These students have been working very hard on Seneca Learning; Well Done! 
Syeed Ali, Oliver Bewick, Charley French, Adam Goodfellow, Alfie Howe, Lucy Hughes, Erin Jones, 
Macy Mann, Erin McCafferty, Joe Pickering, Stella Taylor Cain, Ellen Tierney and Samuel Zobel

Year 8: these students have worked hard to complete tasks set on Seneca Learning; Well Done! 
Leilani Brown, Ben Burton Payne, Harry Charlton, Vivienne Clasper, Kwadwo Donkor, Sophie 
Ebden, Max Farrow, Alex Gibson, Hannah Hume, Anthony Malpass, Abi McArthur, Aoife Rickard, 
Yvonne Robertson, Summer Scott, Abbie Seddon, Aizah Shariff, Apoorva Sinha, Lucy Smith, Freya 
Steele, Lucy Stutt, Kacee Sultman, Scarlett Thompson, Millie Williamson, Niki Vink, 
Elize Warner and Amy Wildash



Religious Studies: 7s1 Georgie Balshen, 7n1 Rowan Hogg
10A Lauren Brown and Erin Knox
Nominated by: Mrs Adair-McAuley 
Why have I been nominated?

• Georgie for working really hard on your Crime and Punishment work
• Rowan for your excellent Power point on Life and death
• Lauren and Erin for your excellent work on the ‘religion and family’ theme - as well as excellent 

communication!

Well done to you all - Keep It Up! 



Challenge Tasks: Eve Dadswell 7am
Nominated by: Ms Gardner 

Well Done Eve for your hard work on the Alphabet Challenge Task! 



Science: 7s2 Oliver Bewick , 7n2 Lily Dadswell and 7n3 Kate Killey
Year 10: Kieran Chilton, Lara Preston, Jess Richardson and Abi Leigh Sabourne
Nominated by: Mrs Anderson

Kate has created an 
Amazingly detailed 
leaflet on 
vertebrates and 
invertebrates with 
clear scientific 
terminology, 
incredible pictures 
and a quiz!

Lily for her 
brilliant 
work on 
habitats.

Kieran, Lara, Jess
and Abi for 
taking part in a 
live online chat 
with some 
physicists and 
astrophysicists –
Wow! 

Oliver for 
Completing 
lots of high 
quality science 
work 
consistently 
over the weeks 
we have been 
out of school.



Drama: 7n3 Blake Stent 
Year 12 Joe Murray
Nominated by: Mrs Maughan
Blake has completed every piece of work set 
with enthusiasm. He is obviously working 
exceptionally hard at home.

Joe has met all deadlines and has completed 
his work in detail with great thought and 
consideration. As usual, Joe is clearly 
working incredibly hard. 



Year 10 GCSE Maths: Ellie Younes
Nominated by: Mrs Johnson

Mrs Johnson is really pleased that Ellie has started working really hard 
in maths and is very motivated. Ellie is making corrections and 
responding to feedback on google classroom.

Mrs Johnson says: “I am really impressed Ellie; Well Done!”



Year 10c1 GCSE History: Katie Render
Nominated by: Mr Harold 
Mr Harold says: “This week Katie has emailed me five weeks worth of work in huge detail. Katie has written detailed notes, then went on to answer a wide 
variety of different question types.  Some of these questions are types we have briefly covered in lessons but prior to school closure hadn’t yet covered fully. 
Katie has done extremely well working independently to answer these question types by working through our instruction resources; Well Done Katie!” 



Spanish: 9b1 Hari Nunn, 10c1 Evie Hartridge and Jessica McArthur
Nominated by: Miss Norton

Hari has produced a beautifully written paragraph 
AND he recorded himself reading it out in Spanish.

Evie for fantastic work preparing to tackle an exam 
question.

Jessica for a fantastic piece of writing in Spanish.



Music: 7n3 Blake Stent, 7s2 Ellen Tierney and 9c1 Ben Hartridge
Nominated by: Miss Houlton

Well Done Ben 
for this 
excellent 
listening and 
analysis work

Well Done Ellen for your work on the school 
radio planning task! 

Well Done blake for your leaflet on the 
instruments of the orchestra! 



Year 10 GCSE Music: Ava Ho, Katie Pearson, Eleanor Wilson and Ellie Wray
Nominated by: Miss Houlton

Ellie you show great maturity.  You complete all tasks in 
good time and with excellent detail.  You keep in touch 
regularly, asking for help when necessary. Well Done also 
for adding corrections to your recent star wars analysis

Well Done Katie for your 40/40 
score on our terminology and 

theory recap quiz this week –
this is fantastic! Well done 
also for your conscientious, 

diligent approach to your 
work in general.

Eleanor you complete all tasks in good time and have a 
good developing knowledge and understanding across 

all aspects. Your recent star wars analysis is very detailed; 
well done for adding corrections in green pen. 

You are doing really well; keep it up!  

Ava – Well Done for completing all tasks in good time and showing 
enthusiasm for what you are doing.  Your recent performance of ‘Never 
Enough’ is excellent and your Star Wars Analysis is very detailed and 

demonstrates a thorough understanding .  
Full marks on all dictation exercises so far too; Well done! 



Year 10 GCSE Maths: Morgan Martin
Nominated by: Mrs Jones

Mrs Jones says:

“Morgan has been steadily working through the work set, and regularly emailing 
me with queries and asking for her work to be checked.

Well Done Morgan; keep it up!”



French: 7s2 Oliver Bewick, 7n3 Blake Stent, 8s1 Sophie Coll and 8n1 Daniel Collins
Nominated by: Mrs Richardson
Mrs Richardson says:
“I am nominating Oliver and Blake this week 
because they have videoed themselves speaking 
French; I am delighted that they have accepted 

this challenge! Thank you both!”

Daniel has been nominated for engaging 
well with the tasks set

Sophie has been nominated for the excellent 
treasure hunt she has created



French: 9n1 Ben Hartridge and Holly Peacock
Nominated by: Mrs Richardson
Holly has been nominated for good use of 
opinion phrases and her great French menu

Ben has been nominated for his 
excellent description of a 
sportsperson with different 
tenses and grammar 
explanations.



English: 7rca Sophia Donnison, Oliver Hass and 8HR Elize Warner
Nominated by: Mrs Brolly

Mrs Brolly says:

“Sophia, Oliver and Elize have been nominated for working really hard at home and 
producing some fabulous English work which they have submitted to me this week; 
Well Done!” 



History: 7n3 Blake Stent and 9s1 Emma Sample
Nominated by: Miss Potts 

Emma has produced a 
GCSE standard essay 
regarding how useful a 
secondary source is for 
studying the Blitz 
during WW2. 
Emma has put so much 
effort into the work 
and it is very good 
quality. 
Miss Pott is really proud 
of you Emma; Well Done!

Blake has worked very hard on his History tasks 
this week, even making Miss Potts a video of a 
castle he has designed on mine-craft!
Well Done Blake! 



Year 9 ICT: Amelia Atherton-Brand, Andreia Campos, Millie Clark, Matthew Harris, Josie Howey, 
Erin Keiller, Daniel Levitt, Hari Nunn, Nathan Proctor, Maisie Sampson, David Skilton, 
Luke Skilton and Lilian Winterman

Year 10 iMedia: Sam Cassarino, Sam Robinson, Taylor Robinson and Lauren Sinclair
Nominated by: Ms Giles
• These Year 9 students have been nominated for completing the online learning tasks on Seneca and 

getting great marks
• These year 10 students have worked hard to get up-to-date with their coursework tasks

Well Done to you all! 



English: 7RF Oliver Bewick and 7LHO Lily Dadswell
Nominated by: Mrs Oliver

Mrs Oliver says:

“Both of these students have produced detailed and thoughtful work and have tackled 
challenging material really well, using skills they have built in class throughout year 7. 

Oliver has also conducted thorough research into literary characters and has created his 
own magical creature with the addition of lovely artwork. 

Lily has also been nominated for being a dedicated reader and finishing ‘The Graveyard 
Book’ which we’d started in class. Lily borrowed a copy before school closed as she wanted 
to read to the end, showing independence and genuine interest.” 



Year 10 GCSE Maths: Ava Ho
Nominated by: Mr Sutherland

Mr Sutherland says:

“Ava has submitted some excellent 
solutions to GCSE exam style questions in 
maths.

I’m really impressed Ava; keep it up!”



Year 10 CACHE: Leonie Tamura 
Nominated by: Mrs Short

Leonie continues to work 
diligently on google classroom 
and is always the first person 
to attempt to complete tasks; 
Well Done Leonie!



English: 10s1 Taylor Robinson 
10n2: Evie Hartridge, Charlotte Robinson and Sam Robinson 
Nominated by: Mr Cook
Taylor is being nominated for his exceptional English Language work on 
Ray Bradbury's short story 'A Sound of Thunder'. He has clearly worked 
hard to produce an enormous amount of high-quality work 

Evie, Charlotte and Sam are being nominated for 
their excellent work on their Speaking and Listening 
assessment. All three have clearly put a lot of time 
and effort into producing such exceptional work!



Miss Atkinson’s MyMaths Stars of the fortnight 
Year 7n1: Syeed Ali, Esme Clark, Mia Coppen, Lily Dadswell, Charley French, Will Simpson

Year 7s3: Evan Nelson, Lucy Scorer

Year 8s2: James Morl

Year 9N2: Ali Blair, Euan Marshall



Year 10 GCSE PE: Evie Hartridge
Nominated by: Mrs Kaye-Murphy

Mrs Kaye Murphy says:

“I would like to nominate Evie for the three lessons she 
sent me in response to tasks set on google classroom.

The quality and presentation of her work is excellent. 
Evie is actually printing off all of the tasks, quizzes, 
starters and plenaries and completing these in her class 
book as she would in a normal lesson. You can see from 
the nature of tasks completed that Evie is dedicating 
time and effort to ensure she keeps up to date with her 
work load and is making good progress on new content.

Really Well Done Evie!”



Year 7 ICT: Syeed Ali, Eilis Barrie, Mia Coppen, Erin Jones, Oliver Marshall, 
Chloe Stenton and Ellen Tierney
Nominated by: Mr Bowman

These students have completed a range of activities relating to 
themes including Digital Research, Colours, Image Editing, 
Advertising, Social Selling, Innovation, Growth, Hacking, The Art 
of Selling, Video Editing and E-Safety & Online Etiquette.

Well done to you all! 



English: 10s Erin Lord and Niamh McCafferty 
10n Ava Clark, Morgan Martin and Abi-leigh Sabourne
Nominated by: Miss McKenna
Miss McKenna says: 

“Each of these students have shown commitment 
and resilience and they have all worked extremely 
hard in English during these unprecedented 
times.” 



Food Studies: 7s2 Oliver Bewick
Nominated by: Mrs Short

Oliver has been busy making 
mug cakes this week and has 
also completed some 
detailed evaluations of his 
work; Well Done Oliver! 



Mr Moat says:

“It is clear that Thomas has taken care and dedicated lots of effort 
to research various Biomes around the world in great detail. 
Thomas has detailed a fantastic journey from San Francisco to New 
York (similar to the BBC 2 documentary Race across the 
World) sleeping in a tent and with only $2000 to get there without 
using Air travel. Great work Thomas!”

Geography: 8n2 Thomas Mackie
Nominated by: Mr Moat



Mrs Skinner’s Historians of the week!  
Year 12 - Joe Murray has been nominated for his excellent work ethic.  He continues to produce good quality responses 
to the A level tasks he is set.

Year 10B1 – It has been great to see more of 10B1 handing in work and doing well on our 50 questions knowledge 
test this week! So Well Done to – Emily Boyd, Lucy Broughton, Kyle Carter-Dowding, Samuel Casserino, Kenzie 
Heatherington, Ava Ho, Tom Mason, Niamh McCafferty, Daniel Pearson, Katie Pearson, Sam Robinson, Joseph Sweeney
and Rose Taylor Cain.

Year 9n1 – Well Done to Ben Hartridge who produced an excellent presentation on VE day

Year 9n3 – Well Done to Katie Byers and Bethany Driver who have each done a very good analysis of the usefulness of 
a documentary for studying history. 



Geography: 7s3 Evan Nelson
Nominated by: Miss Cartwright

Well Done Evan for producing a fantastic 
Power Point on Tornadoes.



English: 9s1 Hari Nunn
Nominated by: Mrs Westgarth
Mrs Westgarth says: 
“I am nominating Hari for 
the second time as he 
continues to produce 
outstanding work in English. 
The power point he produced 
this week on Pygmalion and 
other myths is fantastic!
Well Done Hari!”



Year 10 GCSE PE: Evie Hartridge and Charlotte Robinson
Nominated by: Mr Towler

Mr Towler says:

“I am nominating Evie and Charlotte for the fantastic 
effort they have been putting into GCSE PE. They are 
completing the assignments on The EverLearner website to a 
very high standard and they are always meeting the deadlines 
that are set. 

Well Done Evie and Charlotte for your tremendous attitude 
and hard work!”



Religious Studies: 7s2 Oliver Bewick, 8n1 Lucy Stutt, 9n1 Millie Clark, 
9s1 Hari Nunn, and Tamara Straker
Nominated by: Miss lowery

Oliver and Lucy – outstanding commitment to 
handing in high quality RS and PSHE work on a regular 
basis.

Millie - thoughtful, detailed and well-presented work 
on the Four Noble Truths of Buddhism.

Tamara – thoughtful, detailed and well-presented 
work on the Four Noble Truths of Buddhism, with an 
excellent personal perspective, showing that Tamara 
has deeply thought about the ideas.

Hari – absolutely outstanding work on the Four Noble 
Truths of Buddhism, as well as detailed work on 
different schools of Buddhist thought. Detailed, 
interesting and thought-provoking work.



French: 9n2 Edan Scales
Nominated by: Mrs Baldwin

Edan is being 
nominated for his 

great work on food and 
drink this week; Well 

Done! 

Also nominations for the following GCSE Year 10 French students who are being nominated for keeping 
up with all tasks to a very high standard. They have been really conscientious and resilient even when 
tasks have been especially challenging. Mrs Baldwin says: “I am very proud of you all, Well Done”. 

Emily Boyd, Lucy Broughton, Erin Knox, Niamh McCafferty, Katie Pearson, Leonie Tamura, Rose Taylor Cain 
and Nina Zemouri



Mr Foley says:

“I am nominating Kate for the amazing model of tsunamis that 
she has built at home, along with a fantastic report on tsunamis 
of the world; Well Done! 

I would also like to nominate Rohan for an outstanding power 
point on Biomes of the world; Well Done Rohan!”  

Geography: 7n3 Kate Killey and 8n3 Rohan Perkins
Nominated by: Mr Foley



Drama: 7s1 Cara Ward and 8n3 Kieron Dale
Nominated by: Miss connor

Cara has completed her monologue in the role
of an evacuees, paying close attention to the 
relationship between her character and the 
parents, clearly communicating to the
audience how distressing the experience was 
for evacuees.

Kieron is working hard at home and has been 
keeping in touch to make sure he is 
approaching the tasks in the correct way.


